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Introduction by the Organisers
This workshop about triangulations of manifolds in computational geometry
and topology was held at the 2014 CG Week in Kyoto, Japan.
It focussed on computational and combinatorial questions regarding triangu-
lations, with the goal of bringing together researchers working on various aspects
of triangulations and of fostering a closer collaboration within the computational
geometry and topology community.
Triangulations are highly suitable for computations due to their clear com-
binatorial structure. As a consequence, they have been successfully employed
in discrete algorithms to solve purely theoretical problems in a broad variety of
mathematical research areas (knot theory, polytope theory, 2- and 3-manifold
topology, geometry, and others).
However, due to the large variety of applications, requirements vary from
field to field and thus different types of triangulations, different tools, and dif-
ferent frameworks are used in different areas of research. This is why today
closely related research areas are sometimes largely disjoint leaving potential
reciprocal benefits unused.
To address these potentials a workshop on Triangulations was held at Ober-
wolfach Research Institute in 2012. Since then many new collaborations between
researchers of different mathematical communities have been established.
Regarding the computational geometry community the situation is similar.
Since research about the theory of manifolds continues to contribute to advances
in more applied areas of the field, many researchers are interested in fundamental
mathematical research about triangulations and thus will benefit from a broad
set of knowledge about different research areas using different techniques.
We hope that this workshop specifically dedicated to triangulations brought
together researchers from many different fields of computational geometry to
have fruitful discussions which will lead to new interdisciplinary collaborations
and solutions.
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Schedule
Date: Tuesday, June 10th, 2014
Venue: Symposium on Computational Geometry and Topology
at Kyoto University
More information: http://www.dais.is.tohoku.ac.jp/~socg2014/
14:30 – 15:10 Eric Sedgwick Using Normal Surfaces to Decide Embeddability
15:20 – 16:00 Benjamin A. Burton Courcelle’s theorem for triangulations
16:00 – 16:30 Coffee Break
16:30 – 17:10 Henry Segerman Structure on the set of triangulations
17:20 – 18:00 Satoshi Murai Stacked triangulations of polytopes and manifolds
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Courcelle’s theorem for triangulations
Benjamin A. Burton∗
Abstract
In graph theory, Courcelle’s theorem essentially states that, if an al-
gorithmic problem can be formulated in monadic second-order logic, then
it can be solved in linear time for graphs of bounded treewidth. We
prove such a metatheorem for a general class of triangulations of arbi-
trary fixed dimension d, including all triangulated d-manifolds: if an al-
gorithmic problem can be expressed in monadic second-order logic, then
it can be solved in linear time for triangulations whose dual graphs have
bounded treewidth. This is joint work with Rodney G. Downey.
1 Introduction
Parameterised complexity is a relatively new and highly successful framework
for understanding the computational complexity of hard problems for which
we do not have a polynomial-time algorithm. The key idea is to measure the
complexity not just in terms of the input size (the traditional approach), but
also in terms of additional parameters of the input or of the problem itself. As a
result, even if a problem is (for instance) NP-hard, we gain a richer theoretical
understanding of those classes of inputs for which the problem is still tractable,
and we acquire new practical tools for solving the problem in real software.
A problem is called fixed-parameter tractable in the parameter k if, for any
class of inputs where k is universally bounded, the running time becomes poly-
nomial in the input size. Treewidth in particular is extremely useful as a param-
eter. A great many graph problems are known to be fixed-parameter tractable
in the treewidth, in a large part due to Courcelle’s celebrated “metatheorem”
[7, 8]: for any decision problem P on graphs, if P can be framed using monadic
second-order logic, then P can be solved in linear time for graphs of universally
bounded treewidth ≤ k.
Our motivation here is to develop the tools of parameterised complexity for
systematic use in the field of geometric topology, and in particular for 3-manifold
topology. Here parameterised complexity is appealing as a theoretical frame-
work for identifying when “hard” topological problems can be solved quickly.
Unlike average-case complexity or generic complexity, it avoids the need to work
with random inputs—something that still poses major difficulties for 3-manifold
∗School of Mathematics and Physics, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD 4072,
Australia, bab@maths.uq.edu.au. Supported by the Australian Research Council (projects
DP1094516, DP110101104). A full version of this paper is available at arXiv:1403.2926.
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topology. The viability of this framework is shown by recent parameterised com-
plexity results in topological settings such as knot polynomials [11, 12], angle
structures [5], discrete Morse theory [3], and 3-manifold enumeration [4].
The treewidth parameter plays a key role in all of the results above. For
topological problems whose input is a triangulation T , we measure the treewidth
of the dual graph D(T ), whose nodes describe top-dimensional simplices of T ,
and whose arcs show how these simplices are joined together along their facets.
In 3-manifold topology this parameter has a natural interpretation, and there
are common settings in which the treewidth remains small.
Our main result is a Courcelle-like metatheorem for use with triangulations.
Specifically, we describe a form of monadic second-order logic on triangulations
of fixed dimension d, and show that all problems expressible in this logical
framework are fixed-parameter tractable in the treewidth of the dual graph of
the input triangulation. We apply this to discrete Morse theory in arbitrary di-
mensions, and to computing the powerful Turaev-Viro invariants of 3-manifolds.
2 Triangulations
We first describe the general class of d-dimensional triangulations with which we
work. In essence, these triangulations are formed by identifying (or “gluing”)
facets of d-simplices in pairs. This definition does not cover all simplicial com-
plexes (in which lower-dimensional faces can also be identified independently),
but it does encompass any reasonable definition of a triangulated d-manifold;
moreover, it allows more general structures that simplicial complexes do not,
such as the highly efficient “1-vertex triangulations” and “ideal triangulations”
often found in algorithmic 3-manifold topology. The details follow.
Let d ∈ N. A d-dimensional triangulation consists of a collection of abstract
d-simplices ∆1, . . . ,∆n, some or all of whose facets (i.e., (d−1)-faces) are affinely
identified in pairs. Each facet F of a d-simplex may only be identified with at
most one other facet F ′ of a d-simplex; this may be another facet of the same
d-simplex, but it cannot be F itself.
Consider any integer i with 0 ≤ i < d. There are (d+1i+1) distinct i-faces of
each simplex ∆1, . . . ,∆n. As a consequence of the facet identifications, some
of these i-faces become identified with each other; we refer to each class of
identified i-faces as a single i-face of the triangulation. As usual, 0-faces and
1-faces are called vertices and edges respectively. A simplex of the triangulation
explicitly refers to one of the d-simplices ∆1, . . . ,∆n (not a smaller-dimensional
face), and for convenience we also refer to these as d-faces of the triangulation.
A d-manifold triangulation is simply a d-dimensional triangulation whose
underlying topological space is a d-manifold when using the quotient topology.
By convention, we label the vertices of each simplex as 0, . . . , d. We also
arbitrarily label the vertices of each i-face of the triangulation as 0, . . . , i (e.g.,
for i = 1 this corresponds to placing an arbitrary direction on each edge).
Figure 1(a) illustrates a 2-manifold triangulation with n = 2 simplices whose
underlying topological space is a Klein bottle. As indicated by the arrowheads,
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Figure 1: A 2-dimensional triangulation
we identify the following pairs of facets (i.e., edges): ∆1 : 02 ←→ ∆2 : 20;
∆1 :01←→ ∆1 :12; and ∆2 :01←→ ∆2 :12. The resulting triangulation has one
vertex (since all vertices of ∆1 and ∆2 become identified together), and three
edges (labelled e, f, g in the diagram).
Let T be a d-dimensional triangulation. The size of T , denoted |T |, is the
number of simplices (i.e., d-faces) in T . The dual graph of T , denoted D(T ), is
the multigraph whose nodes correspond to simplices and whose arcs correspond
to identified pairs of facets. See Figure 1(b) for an illustration.
The treewidth [13] of a graph or multigraph G essentially measures how
far G is from being a tree: any tree will have treewidth 1, and a complete
graph on n nodes will have treewidth n − 1. More precisely, given a simple
graph or multigraph G with node set V , a tree decomposition of G consists of a
(finite) tree T and bags Bτ ⊆ V for each node τ of T that satisfy the following
constraints: (i) each v ∈ V belongs to some bag Bτ ; (ii) for each arc of G, its
two endpoints v, w belong to some common bag Bτ ; and (iii) for each v ∈ V ,
the bags containing v correspond to a (connected) subtree of T . The width of
this tree decomposition is max |Bτ | − 1, and the treewidth of G is the smallest
width of any tree decomposition of G, which we denote by tw(G).
3 Courcelle’s theorem
Monadic second-order logic, or MSO logic, is our framework for making state-
ments about triangulations. Traditionally MSO logic is expressed in the frame-
work of graph theory; see a standard text such as [9] for details. Here we extend
MSO logic to the setting of d-dimensional triangulations, for fixed dimension
d ∈ N. In this setting, we define MSO logic to support:
• all of the standard boolean operations of propositional logic: ∧ (and), ∨
(or), ¬ (negation), → (implication), and so on;
• for each i = 0, . . . , d, variables to represent i-faces of a triangulation, or
sets of i-faces of a triangulation;
• the standard quantifiers from first-order logic: ∀ (the universal quantifier),
and ∃ (the existential quantifier);
• the binary equality relation =, and the binary inclusion relation ∈ which
relates i-faces to sets of i-faces;
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• for each i = 0, . . . , d−1 and for each ordered sequence pi0, . . . , pii of distinct
integers from {0, . . . , d}, a subface relation ≤pi0...pii .
The relation (f ≤pi0...pii s) indicates that f is an i-face of the triangulation,
s is a simplex of the triangulation, and that f is identified with the subface of s
formed by the simplex vertices pi0, . . . , pii, in a way that vertices 0, . . . , i of the
face f correspond to vertices pi0, . . . , pii of the simplex s.
For example, recall the Klein bottle illustrated in Figure 1(a). Here the
three edges e, f, g satisfy the subface relations e ≤02 ∆1, e ≤20 ∆2, f ≤01 ∆1,
f ≤12 ∆1, g ≤01 ∆2, g ≤12 ∆2.
We use the notation φ(x1, . . . , xt) to denote an MSO formula with t free
variables (i.e., variables not bound by ∀ or ∃ quantifiers). An MSO sentence
has no free variables at all. If T is a d-dimensional triangulation and φ is an
MSO sentence as above, then T |= φ indicates that the interpretation of φ in
the triangulation T is a true statement.
An MSO decision problem is just an MSO sentence φ. Given a d-dimensional
triangulation T as input, it asks whether T |= φ.
A restricted MSO extremum problem consists of an MSO formula φ(A1, . . . , At)
with free set variables A1, . . . , At, and a rational linear function g(x1, . . . , xt).
Its interpretation is as follows: given a d-dimensional triangulation T as input,
we are asked to minimise g(|A1|, . . . , |At|) over all sets A1, . . . , At for which
T |= φ(A1, . . . , At), where |Ai| denotes the number of objects in the set Ai.
An MSO evaluation problem consists of an MSO formula φ(A1, . . . , At) with
t free set variables A1, . . . , At. The input to the problem is a d-dimensional
triangulation T , together with t weight functions w1, . . . , wt : F0unionsq . . .unionsqFd → R,
where Fi denotes the set of all i-faces of T , and R is some ring or field. The
problem then asks us to compute one of the quantities
∑
T |=φ(A1,...,At)
{
t∑
i=1
∑
xi∈Ai
wi(xi)
}
or
∑
T |=φ(A1,...,At)
{
t∏
i=1
∏
xi∈Ai
wi(xi)
}
;
we refer to these two variants as additive and multiplicative evaluation prob-
lems respectively. For both problems, the outermost sum is over all solutions
A1, . . . , At that satisfy φ on the triangulation T .
MSO evaluation problems should be thought of as generalised counting prob-
lems: essentially, we assign a value to each solution to some MSO formula, and
then sum these values over all solutions. Counting problems themselves are
simply multiplicative problems with all weights wi = 1.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 3.1. For fixed dimension d ∈ N, let K be any class of d-dimensional
triangulations whose dual graphs have universally bounded treewidth. Then:
• For any fixed MSO sentence φ, it is possible to test whether T |= φ for
triangulations T ∈ K in time O(|T |).
• For any restricted MSO extremum problem P , it is possible to solve P for
triangulations T ∈ K in time O(|T |) under the uniform cost measure.
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• For any MSO evaluation problem P , it is possible to solve P for triangu-
lations T ∈ K in time O(|T |) under the uniform cost measure.
In other words, solving any such problem is linear-time fixed-parameter
tractable in the treewidth of the dual graph. By a result of Bodlaender [2],
we do not need to supply an explicit tree decomposition of D(T ) in advance.
In essence, the proof uses a series of constructions that encode the full struc-
ture of a triangulation as a simple graph, in a way that controls the growth
of both the treewidth and the input size. From here we can invoke classical
variants of Courcelle’s theorem from graph theory [1, 6, 7, 8].
4 Applications
Our first application is in discrete Morse theory, which offers a combinatorial
way to study the “topological complexity” of a triangulation. The idea is to
effectively quarantine the topological content of a triangulation into a small
number of “critical faces”; the remainder of the triangulation then becomes
“padding” that is topologically unimportant. A key problem in this area is to
find an optimal Morse matching, where the number of critical faces is as small
as possible. Solving this problem yields important topological information, and
has a number of practical applications.
In dimension d = 3 the problem of finding an optimal Morse function for
a given d-dimensional triangulation is NP-complete [10], but linear-time fixed-
parameter tractable in the treewidth of the dual graph [3]. Here we generalise
the latter result to arbitrary dimensions:
Theorem 4.1. For fixed dimension d ∈ N and any class K of d-dimensional
triangulations whose dual graphs have universally bounded treewidth, we can find
an optimal Morse matching for triangulations T ∈ K in time O(T ) under the
uniform cost measure.
Our second application is for the Turaev-Viro invariants, an infinite family of
topological invariants of 3-manifolds [14]. For every triangulation T of a closed
3-manifold, there is an invariant |T |r,q0 for each integer r ≥ 3 and each q0 ∈ C
for which q0 is a (2r)th root of unity and q
2
0 is a primitive rth root of unity. The
value of |T |r,q0 depends only upon the topology of the underlying 3-manifold.
The Turaev-Viro invariants can be expressed as sums over combinatorial ob-
jects on T , and so (unlike many other 3-manifold invariants) lend themselves
well to computation. Moreover, they have proven extremely powerful in prac-
tical software settings for distinguishing between different 3-manifolds. How-
ever, they have a major drawback: computing |T |r,q0 requires time O(r2|T | ×
poly(|T |)) under existing algorithms, and so is feasible only for small |T | and/or
r. Here we show that we can do much better for small treewidth triangulations:
Theorem 4.2. For any fixed integer r ≥ 3 and any class K of closed 3-manifold
triangulations whose dual graphs have universally bounded treewidth, we can
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compute any Turaev-Viro invariant |T |r,q0 for any closed 3-manifold triangula-
tion T ∈ K in time O(T ) under the uniform cost measure.
Although “treewidth of the dual graph” seems an artificial parameter, it is
natural and useful for 3-manifold triangulations—here many common construc-
tions are conducive to small treewidth even when the input size is large. For
example: Dehn fillings do not increase treewidth when performed “efficiently”
by attaching layered solid tori; “canonical” triangulations of arbitrary Seifert fi-
bred spaces over the sphere have treewidth bounded by just two; and building a
complex 3-manifold triangulation from smaller blocks with “narrow” O(1)-sized
connections (e.g., via JSJ decompositions) can also keep treewidth small.
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Stacked triangulations of polytopes and
manifolds
Satoshi Murai∗
Abstract
A triangulation of a closed d-manifold is said to be r-stacked if it is the
boundary of a triangulation of a (homology) (d + 1)-manifold having no
interior faces of dimension ≤ d− r. In this abstract, we introduce several
interesting properties of r-stacked triangulated manifolds.
Introduction
Recently, the r-stacked property of triangulated spheres has been of interest in
the study of face numbers of simplicial complexes. A triangulated d-sphere is
said to be r-stacked if it is the boundary of a triangulated (homology) (d+ 1)-
ball having no interior faces of dimension ≤ d− r. This r-stacked property can
be naturally extended to triangulations of manifolds, and it was found that r-
stacked triangulated d-manifolds have many interesting properties when r < d2 .
In this abstract, we summarize known nice properties of r-stacked triangulated
manifolds.
We first introduce necessary notations. Let ∆ be a (finite abstract) simplicial
complex. We say that a simplicial complex ∆ is a triangulation of a topological
space X if its geometric realization is homeomorphic to X. We are interested
in triangulations of manifolds, but we actually consider slightly larger class of
simplicial complexes. Fix a field k. For a simplicial complex ∆ and its face
F ∈ ∆, the link of F in ∆ is the simplicial complex
lk∆(F ) = {G ∈ ∆ : F ∪G ∈ ∆ and F ∩G = ∅}.
A simplicial complex ∆ of dimension d is said to be a homology d-sphere if,
for all faces F ∈ ∆ (including the empty face ∅), one has βi(lk∆(F )) = 0 for
i 6= d −#F and βd−#F (lk∆(F )) = 1, where βi(∆) = dimk H˜i(∆; k) is the ith
Betti number of ∆ (w.r.t. k). A simplicial complex is said to be pure if all its
facets have the same dimension. A homology d-manifold (without boundary) is
a pure d-dimensional simplicial complex all of whose vertex links are homology
spheres. A pure d-dimensional simplicial complex ∆ is said to be a homology
d-manifold with boundary if it satisfies
∗Department of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Graduate School of Information Science
and Technology, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka, Japan, s-murai@ist.osaka-u.ac.jp
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(i) for all ∅ 6= F ∈ ∆, βi(lk∆(F )) vanishes for i 6= d −#F and is equal to 0
or 1 for i = d−#F .
(ii) the boundary ∂∆ = {F ∈ ∆ : βd−#F (lk∆(F )) = 0} ∪ {∅} of ∆ is a
homology (d− 1)-manifold without boundary.
A homology d-ball is an acyclic homology d-manifold such that ∂∆ is a homol-
ogy (d − 1)-sphere. A triangulation of a topological manifold is an example
of a homology manifold. Also, a triangulation of a d-sphere (resp. d-ball) is a
homology d-sphere (resp. d-ball).
1 Examples of stacked polytopes and manifolds
We say that a homology d-manifold ∆ with boundary is r-stacked if it has no
interior faces (namely, faces which are not in ∂∆) of dimension < d− r. Also, a
homology manifold without boundary is said to be r-stacked if it is the bound-
ary of an r-stacked homology manifold with boundary. Although we defined
r-stacked manifolds with boundary, we are mainly interested in homology man-
ifolds without boundary. So we often omit ‘without boundary’ when it is clear.
We also assume that all homology manifolds are connected. Here we give two
examples of 1-stacked triangulated manifolds.
Example 1.1. A d-polytope is said to be stacked if it can be obtained from a
simplex by adding a pyramid over a facet repeatedly. It is not hard to see that
the boundary complexes of stacked polytopes are exactly 1-stacked spheres.
construction of stacked polytopes
An important property of stacked polytopes is that it gives a lower bound of
face numbers of simplicial polytopes for a fixed dimension and a fixed number
of vertices. See [Ba1, Ba2, Ka].
Example 1.2 (Ku¨hnel–Lassmann construction [Ku¨, Ku¨L]). Let d, n be integers
with n ≥ 2d − 1 and let Kd,n be the simplicial complex on [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}
generated by the facets
{{i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ d− 1} : i = 1, 2, . . . , n},
where i+ k means i+ k−n if i+ k > n. Then Kd,n is a combinatorial manifold
such that ∂Kd,n triangulates either S
d−3 × S1 or a non-orientable Sd−3-bundle
over S1 (generalized Klein bottle). The interior faces of Kd,n are faces that
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contain a face of the form {i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ d− 2} (mod n), so Kd,n and ∂Kd,n
are 1-stacked triangulations.
An important property of these triangulations is that they give vertex mini-
mal triangulations of a sphere-bundle over a circle when n = 2d−1. For example,
∂K4,7 is Csa´sza´r’s vertex minimal 7-vertex triangulation of S
1 × S1. We will
explain later why the stackedness property appears in minimal triangulations.
2 Properties of stacked triangulations
In this section, we list known nice properties of r-stacked triangulated manifolds.
2.1 Construction of r-stacked triangulated manifolds with
boundary
One of the most interesting properties of stacked triangulations is that one can
construct the unique r-stacked triangulated d-manifold with boundary from
an r-stacked triangulated (d − 1)-manifold without boundary when r is small
enough. For a simplicial complex ∆ on V , define the simplicial complex
∆(r) = {F ⊂ V : any subset G ⊂ F with #G ≤ r + 1 is contained in ∆}.
The following result was proved by Bagchi and Datta for simplicial polytopes
and proved in [MN1] for homology spheres. See [MN1, Theorem 2.3].
Theorem 2.1. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ d2 and let ∆ be an r-stacked homology d-sphere. If
Σ is an r-stacked homology (d+ 1)-ball with ∂Σ = ∆ then Σ = ∆(r).
For triangulated manifolds, a slightly weaker statement was proved in [BD,
Theorem 2.20] and in [MN2, Theorem 4.2] independently.
Theorem 2.2. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ d−12 and ∆ an r-stacked homology d-manifold
without boundary. If Σ is an r-stacked homology (d+ 1)-manifold with ∂Σ = ∆
then Σ = ∆(r + 1).
Note that these theorems also say that the r-stacked homology d-manifold Σ
with ∂Σ = ∆ is unique under these assumptions. A more interesting aspect of
the above theorems is that if one happens to know that ∆ is an r-stacked trian-
gulated d-manifold, then the operation ∆→ ∆(r + 1) gives rise to a homology
(d+ 1)-manifold.
2.2 Local criterion
We say that a homology d-manifold without boundary is locally r-stacked if all
its vertex links are r-stacked. This notion was studies by Walkup [Wa] and
Kalai [Ka] when r = 1 and the class of locally 1-stacked triangulated manifolds
are known as Walkup’s class. The locally r-stacked property with r > 1 also
appeared in [Ef]. It is easy to see that r-stacked manifolds are locally r-stacked.
The next statement proved by Bagchi–Datta [BD, Theorem 2.19] and in [MN2,
Theorem 4.6] shows that they are equivalent when r is small.
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Theorem 2.3. Let 1 ≤ r < d−12 . Then a homology d-manifold without boundary
is r-stacked if and only if it is locally r-stacked.
Theorem 2.3 fails for r = d−12 . For example, it is known that the boundary
complex of a cyclic 4-polytope is locally 1-stacked but not 1-stacked. This
implies that, for 3-manifolds, we cannot study the 1-stacked property by just
considering vertex links.
2.3 Stacked property and face numbers
The r-stacked property was considered in the study of face numbers of simplicial
polytopes. Let ∆ be a simplicial complex of dimension d− 1. Let fi(∆) be the
number of i-dimensional faces of ∆. The vector f(∆) = (f−1(∆), . . . , fd−1(∆))
is called the f -vector of ∆. Also, the h-vector h(∆) = (h0(∆), h1(∆), . . . , hd(∆))
of ∆ is defined by the relation
d∑
i=0
hi(∆)t
i =
d∑
i=0
fi−1(∆)ti(1− t)d−i.
We say that a simplicial d-polytope is r-stacked if it can be (geometrically)
triangulated without introducing faces of dimension d < r. Note that this
definition coincides with the r-stackedness of its boundary complex when r ≤
d−1
2 . For simplicial polytopes, the following characterization of the r-stacked
property is known.
Theorem 2.4 (Generalized lower bound theorem). Let P be a simplicial d-
polytope.
(i) (Stanley [St]) hr(P ) ≤ hr+1 for all r ≤ d−12 .
(ii) (McMullen–Walkup [MW], Murai–Nevo [MN1]) for r < d−12 , one has
hr(P ) = hr+1(P ) if and only if P is r-stacked.
The special case of the above theorem when r = 1 is known to be equivalent
to Barnette’s Lower bound theorem [Ba1, Ba2]. It is a natural question to ask if
Theorem 2.4 can be extended to triangulations of spheres. Unfortunately, this
seems to be a difficult problem since the proof of the theorem depends on the
hard Lefschetz theorem for projective toric varieties. On the other hand, the
following conjecture is suggested.
Conjecture 2.5 (Generalized lower bound conjecture for triangulated mani-
folds). Let ∆ be a connected triangulated (d − 1)-manifold without boundary.
Then
(i) (Kalai) hr+1(∆) ≥ hr(∆)+
(
d+1
r+1
)∑r+1
j=1(−1)r+1−jβj−1(∆) for r = 1, 2, . . . , bd2c.
(ii) (Bagchi–Datta) if equality holds for some r < d2 −1 in (i) then ∆ is locally
r-stacked.
The case r = 1 was solved by Novik–Swartz [NS1]. The conjecture is also
known to hold when ∆ is orientable and all the vertex links of ∆ are simplicial
polytopes [NS2, MN2].
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2.4 Vertex minimal triangulations
Stacked triangulations sometimes appear as minimal triangulations. Here we
explain a reason. Let ∆ be a homology d-manifold without boundary. It was
conjectured by Ku¨hnel and proved by Novik–Swartz that the inequality(
d+ 2
2
)
β1(∆) ≤
(
f0(∆)− d− 1
2
)
(1)
holds. A triangulated d-manifold satisfying (1) with equality is called a tight-
neighborly triangulation. Clearly a tight-neighborly triangulation must be a
vertex minimal triangulation. The following result follows from the works
of Novik–Swartz [NS1, Theorem 5.3], Bagchi–Datta [BD, Theorem 2.24] and
Burton–Datta–Singh–Spreer [BDSS, Theorem 1.2].
Theorem 2.6. Tight neighborly triangulated manifolds are 1-stacked.
An r-stacked analogue of the above theorem is expected to be true. It is
known that all the vertex minimal triangulations of S2 × S3 listed in [Lu] are
2-stacked. It would be interesting to find a result that explains this fact.
2.5 Topological restriction
It was proved by Kalai [Ka] that if ∆ is a locally 1-stacked triangulated manifold
then it is obtained from the boundary of a simplex by repeating the following
three operations: (i) stellar subdivision of a facet (i) combinatorial handle addi-
tion (iii) taking connected sums of objects obtained from the first two operations.
This gives a strong restriction to topological types of 1-stacked triangulated d-
manifolds with d ≥ 4. A natural question is “what can be said about the
topological type of r-stacked triangulated d-manifolds with r < d−12 ?” At the
moment, we only have information on homology groups. See [BD, Remark
2.22] and [MN2, Theorem 4.4]. Also, we are not sure that, if ∆ is an r-stacked
homology d-manifold with r ≤ d−12 , then the topological type of ∆(r + 1) in
Theorem 2.2 can be determined from the topological type of ∆.
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Using Normal Surfaces to Decide
Embeddability
Eric Sedgwick∗
Abstract
Normal surface theory is the study of surfaces embedded in a trian-
gulation of a 3-manifold. The surfaces inherit a combinatorial structure
from the triangulation which can be exploited to prove finiteness and al-
gorithmic results about the manifold itself. This is the basis of Haken’s
algorithm to recognize the unknot, Rubinstein and Thompson’s algorithm
to recognize the 3-sphere, as well as Matousek, Sedgwick, Tancer and
Wagner’s recent algorithm to determine whether a 3-manifold, hence a 2-
complex, embeds in the 3-sphere. We give an overview of normal surface
theory, its application to recognition and embedding, and the refinements
that make the embedding result possible.
Algorithms for 3–Manifolds
For each of the following decision problems an affirmative outcome is witnessed
by a surface embedded in the 3–manifold:
Theorem (Unknot Recognition - [Hak61]). There is an algorithm to recognize
the unknot: Let K be a polygonal loop in S3. Then there is an algorithm to
determine whether K is an unknot, i.e., whether K bounds a disk in S3.
It is straightforward to triangulate the exterior of K, X = S3 − N(K). If
the 3–manifold X contains an embedded disk meeting the boundary of X in an
essential curve, this disk serves as a witness that K is an unknot.
Theorem (S3 Recognition - [Rub95], [Tho94]). Let X be a triangulated 3–
manifold. There is an algorithm to determine whether X is (homeomorphic to)
the 3–sphere, S3.
The 3–sphere is the union of two balls glued along their boundary. Any
embedded 2–sphere known to separate X into a pair of balls is a witness to the
fact that X is S3.
Theorem (Embeddability in S3 - [MSTW]). Let X be a triangulated 3–manifold.
There is an algorithm to determine whether X embeds in S3.
∗College of Computing and Digital Media DePaul University, Chicago, IL 60604, USA,
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Generically, if X embeds in S3 then X embeds in S3 so that its complement
is a collection of thickened graphs called handlebodies [Fox48]. Then there is an
embedded sphere in S3 that meets the handlebodies only in (essential) disks.
Such a sphere meets X in a planar surface that is said to be meridional. By
filling, attaching thickened disks to X along the surfae’s meridional boundary
curves, we obtain a manifold X ′ that also embeds in S3 but whose complemen-
tary handlebodies correspond to a graph with fewer edges (at least one was cut).
Thus, a meridional planar surface witnesses a step of an inductive proof that X
embeds in S3 (other reductions are also required).
Normal Surface Theory
In this section we describe how normal surface theory is applied to these prob-
lems. We leave aside many details and focus on the mechanics of the method.
The reader is referred to [JT95] for a more complete treatment.
A normal surface is an embedded surface that meets each tetrahedron of
the triangulation in a collection of disks, each disk is either a triangle that cuts
off one of the four corners of the tetrahedron, or, a quadrilateral separating a
pair of edges of the tetrahedron. Each normal surface N is uniquely determined
by a vector that counts the number of pieces of each of the possible types,
~v(N) ∈ N7t, where t is the number of tetrahedra.
The vector ~v(N) also satisfies a set of at most 6t matching equations that
ensure that the pieces in neighboring tetrahedra match up on the face they
share. Each matching equation has the form vi + vj = vk + vl, setting equal the
sum of the counts of a triangle and quadrilateral from one side to the sum of
the counts of a triangle and quadrilateral on the other.
For each normal surface N , the vector ~v(N) is thus a solution to a set of
linear equations with integer coefficients. A normal surface is fundamental if its
vector cannot be written as a non-trivial positive sum of other solutions. Each
fundamental belongs to the constructable minimal Hilbert basis for the system.
Their number and the weight of each are bounded by functions of t [HLP99].
In an abuse of notation, we write each normal surface (rather than its vector)
as a sum of fundamental surfaces
N =
∑
kiFi, ki ≥ 0.
This sum has several desirable properties, notably:
1. Euler characteristic is additive: χ(N) =
∑
kiχ(Fi)
2. Weight, the number of intersections with edges, is additive: w(N) =∑
ki w(Fi)
3. Length, the number of intersections of the surface’s boundary with edges,
is additive: `(N) =
∑
ki `(Fi)
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Another essential ingredient, mostly omitted here, is that under achievable
side conditions, topological properties of N (incompressibility, essentiality) are
also held by the summands [JT95]. This requires the Haken sum, an interpre-
tation of the vector sum as a geometric sum of surfaces.
Unknot Recognition
If X = S3 − N(K) contains an essential unknotting disk D, then that disk is
isotopic to a normal surface. Moreover, using the geometric interpretation and
additivity of Euler characteristic, it can be shown that one of the fundamentals
is an essential unknotting disk.
To decide whether K is an unknot, triangulate the complement of K, X =
S3 − N(K), and construct the fundamental {Fi} solutions. The loop K is an
unknot if and only if some Fi is an unknotting disk, a straightforward calcula-
tion.
S3 Recognition
Spheres in S3 are not essential and one cannot expect to find a useful normal
witness. But, using Gabai’s notion of thin position [Gab83], a sphere can be
isotoped to be almost normal in the triangulation [Tho94], that is, normal ev-
erywhere except for one exceptional piece that is either an octagon or a tube.
Almost normal surfaces are also represented by vectors, albeit with more coor-
dinates, and the mechanics of matching equations and computing fundamental
solutions remain the same. Again, additivity of Euler characteristic is crucial
in concluding that spheres (χ = 2) of interest occur among the fundamentals.
Deciding whether X is S3 rests on decomposing S3 along normal spheres and
deciding whether almost normal spheres occur among the fundamental solutions
to the matching equations for certain types of pieces.
Embeddability in S3
Generically, when X embeds in S3, its triangulation contains an almost normal
meridional planar surface P , using [Fox48], [Li10], and [BDTS12]. But while
it can be written as the sum of fundamentals P =
∑
kiχ(Fi), its Euler char-
acteristic is negative and without bound. We therefore have no bound on the
coefficients ki and no hope of finding such a surface among the fundamentals.
Fortunately, an alternate strategy, the average length estimate [JRS09], is
available. If all summands have negative Euler characteristic, then the total
length of P is bounded by `(P ) ≤ −χ(P ) `max, where `max is the maximum
length realized among the fundamentals. If P has b boundary components,
then χ(P ) = 2 − b and the average length of a boundary component of P is
indeed bounded
`(meridan) ≤ `(P )
b
≤ `(P )−χ(P ) ≤ `max
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However, while fundamental summands of positive Euler characteristic can
be ruled out by passing to a 0-efficient triangulation [JR03], and tori and Klein
bottles have zero length and can be ignored, summands that are annuli and
Mo¨bius summands are expected and problematic. The desired result is recovered
by proving that the coefficients of annuli and Mo¨bius bands can be taken to be
sufficiently bounded in terms of χ(P ). An increased bound on meridian length
is obtained that depends only on the number of tetrahedra.
The generic case of the algorithm is then to fill along all “short” curves
and inductively determine whether the resulting manifold embeds in S3. The
manifold embeds if and only one of the filled manifolds does. Other reductions
are also required.
Normal Curves
The boundary of an (almost) normal surface is a normal curve in the triangu-
lated boundary of the manifold. A normal curve is an embedded curve that
meets each face of a triangulation in a collection of normal arcs, each arc join-
ing distinct edges of the face. The remaining discussion is mainly restricted to
normal curves, although we expect the definitions and concepts to be useful in
the context of normal surfaces.
The geometric intersection number, i(α, β), between a pair of curves α and
β is the minimal number of intersections up to isotopy of the curves. Several
refinements to normal curve/surface theory are introduced in [MSTW] that
improve the behaviour of normal curves with respect to geometric intersection
number.
Tight and Snug Normal Curves
If a surface has f faces, each normal curve α is represented by a vector ~v(α) ∈
N3f which counts the number of each of the normal arc types. The usual measure
of complexity of a normal curve is its length `(α), the number of intersections of
the curve with the edges of the triangulation. We refine the notion by defining
complexity to be a pair consisting of its length and its normal vector,
cpx(α) := (`(α), ~v(α)).
Order complexities lexicographically, assuming an arbitrary but fixed order-
ing of the normal arcs types. A curve is essential if it does not bound a disk
in the surface. A curve α is tight if it minimizes complexity over all curves to
which it is isotopic. We obtain several properties for tight curves which do not
hold in general for least length curves:
Lemma 0.7 ([MSTW]). A tight essential curve is normal and unique up to
normal isotopy.
A pair of normal curves is snug if their geometric intersection number is
realized. Tight curves are automatically snug:
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Lemma 0.8 ([MSTW]). Let α and β be tight essential normal curves. Then α
and β are, after a normal isotopy, snug.
The summands of a tight essential curve are tight and essential:
Lemma 0.9 ([MSTW]). Suppose that a tight essential normal curve is a normal
sum α+β. Then α and β are tight, essential, and after a normal isotopy, snug.
Marked Triangulations
Finally we extend normal curve/surface theory to support additivity of geomet-
ric intersection numbers with a pre-determined normal curve. A marked trian-
gulation is a pair (T ,M) consisting of a triangulation T along with a marking
M , a finite set of points along the edges of T . An arc is M -normal if it is normal
in the triangulation and disjoint from M . An embedded curve is M -normal if
it is the union of M -normal arcs.
While a marking increases both the number of coordinates and the number of
matching equations the process of computing fundamentals is unchanged. The
expert should note that a marking introduces additional compatibility classes,
even for normal curves.
A fence is an embedded curve that is normal and which meets the edges only
at marked points. Addition of M -normal curves behaves well with respect to
fences. In particular, geometric intersection number with a fence is additive:
Theorem ([MSTW]). Let µ be a fence that is a tight essential curve (w.r.t.
the unmarked triangulation). Suppose that a sum α+ β of M -normal curves is
tight, essential and snug with µ. Then
(1) α and β are both snug with respect to µ;
(2) i(α + β, µ) = i(α, µ) + i(β, µ) where i(., .) is the geometric intersection
number;
This theorem is applied for an embedding of X in S3 to obtain bounds on
annulus and Mo¨bius band summands of the meridional planar surface. In that
case, the fence is the boundary of a maximal collection of essential annuli in X.
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Structure on the set of triangulations
Henry Segerman∗
Abstract
There are infinitely many triangulations of a given 3-manifold (here
we restrict to one-vertex triangulations for closed manifolds, and ideal
triangulations for manifolds with boundary). For each manifold M we
form a graph T(M) whose vertices are the triangulations of M , and for
which two vertices are connected if the triangulations are related by a
Pachner 2-3 move. Matveev and Piergallini independently show that for
each manifold, T(M) is connected (other than for triangulations consisting
of a single tetrahedron). However, very little else is known about the
structure of T(M).
There are many useful properties a triangulation can have, for example
geometric triangulations, triangulations with angle structures, 0- and 1-
efficient triangulations and triangulations with essential edges. Almost
nothing is known about the subgraphs of T(M) corresponding to these
kinds of triangulation. I will survey these properties and the relations
between them, and say something about how we can start to investigate
their connectivity in T(M).
Acknowledgement: Many of the ideas in this talk have come from discussions
with Craig D. Hodgson and J. Hyam Rubinstein.
1 Pachner moves
The set of triangulations T(M) of a 3-manifold M is still a poorly understood
object. In comparison to similar objects, such as the set of Heegaard splittings
of a 3-manifold, or the curve complex, almost nothing is known about the large
scale properties of the set of triangulations.
We are mostly concerned with 1-vertex triangulations in the case of a closed
3-manifold, or ideal triangulations in the case of a 3-manifold with boundary,
and it is this collection of triangulations that we denote by T(M). We refer to
the collection of triangulations allowing any number of vertices (in the case of
a closed manifold) or finite vertices (in the case of a manifold with boundary)
as T(M).
A natural structure on T(M) is that of the Pachner graph. A Pachner move
modifies a triangulation in a local fashion, by replacing a collection of simplices
with another collection with the same boundary. In 3 dimensions, there are four
∗Department of Mathematics Oklahoma State University Stillwater, OK 74078, USA,
segerman@math.okstate.edu
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such moves, the 1–4, 2–3, 3–2 and 4–1 moves. See Figure 1. The Pachner graph
then has a vertex for each triangulation of T(M) and an edge when two such
triangulations are related by a Pachner move.
Figure 1: The four Pachner moves in 3 dimensions.
It is a result of Pachner [6] that the Pachner graph is connected. Matveev
[4, 5] and Piergallini [7] independently showed that T(M) is connected using
only the 2–3 and 3–2 moves (other than for those triangulations involving only
a single tetrahedron).
2 Properties of triangulations
There are a number of very interesting properties that a triangulation of a
manifold can have, ranging from the very strong to the very weak. Figure 2
shows some of the relations between these properties, restricting now to ideal
triangulations. I will survey some of these properties and their relations, and
what is known about the connectivity of the subgraphs of T(M) corresponding
to these properties (spoiler: not much).
Definition 2.1. A geometric triangulation has the property that the tetrahedra
can be given ideal hyperbolic shapes such that they glue together to give the
complete hyperbolic structure on the manifold.
The example triangulations given in Thurston’s notes [8] are geometric, and
the ideal hyperbolic shapes found by solving Thurston’s gluing equations. Each
tetrahedron has a shape defined by a single complex number z ∈ C \ {0, 1}
associated to an edge of the tetrahedron. The argument of z encodes the dihedral
angle of the tetrahedron at that edge, while the absolute value of z determines a
scaling factor. Opposite edges get the same “complex dihedral angle”, and the
other two pairs of opposite edges in a tetrahedron get complex dihedral angles
(z − 1)/z and 1/(1 − z). The gluing equations state that the product of the
complex dihedral angles incident at an edge of the triangulation must be 1.
Definition 2.2. A generalised angle structure is an assignment of real num-
bers to the six edges of each tetrahedron of a triangulation with the following
properties:
1. For each tetrahedron opposite edges are assigned the same number (or
angle).
2. The sum of the three angles in a tetrahedron is pi.
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Figure 2: Properties of ideal triangulations of 3-manifolds.
3. When the tetrahedra are glued together, the sum of the angles at edges of
the tetrahedra that are identified into a single edge of the triangulation is
2pi.
If we restrict the angles of a generalised angle structure to be in
• [0, pi], then the generalised angle structure is a semi-angle structure.
• (0, pi), then the generalised angle structure is a strict angle structure.
• {0, pi}, then the generalised angle structure is a taut angle structure.
The equations satisfied by an angle structure can be thought of as a lin-
earization of Thurston’s gluing equations.
Definition 2.3. As introduced by Jaco and Rubinstein [3], an ideal triangula-
tion of an orientable 3-manifold is 0-efficient if there are no embedded normal
2-spheres or one-sided projective planes. An ideal triangulation is 1-efficient if
it is 0-efficient, the only embedded normal tori are vertex-linking and there are
no embedded one-sided normal Klein bottles.
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Definition 2.4. A triangulation has essential edges if no edge loop is null-
homotopic (for a one-vertex triangulation of a closed manifold), or if no ideal
edge is homotopic into a vertex neighbourhood, keeping its ends in the vertex
neighbourhood (for an ideal triangulation of a manifold with boundary). A tri-
angulation has strongly essential edges if in addition no two edges are homotopic
keeping endpoints fixed (for a one-vertex triangulation of a closed manifold), or
in a vertex neighbourhood (for an ideal triangulation of a manifold with bound-
ary).
3 Connectivity
Although Matveev/Piergallini show that T(M) itself is connected, almost noth-
ing is known about the connectivity of subgraphs of T(M) corresponding to
these properties. Their proofs don’t seem to allow any of the control necessary
to prove such connectivity. Connectivity results would be very useful, for exam-
ple in constructing invariants of manifolds from functions on triangulations that
are invariant under 2-3 moves. The 3D index of Dimofte, Gaiotto and Gukov [1]
is such a function, that is only defined on 1-efficient triangulations [2]. Thus we
would like to know that the subgraph of 1-efficient triangulations is connected.
A recent computer search by Craig Hodgson, Neil Hoffman, Blake Dadd and
Alex Duan shows that geometric triangulations of the figure 8 knot complement
are not connected, although there is an infinitely long ray in T(M). So it seems
that the subgraphs corresponding to the strongest properties in Figure 2 are
unlikely to be connected in general.
Weaker properties are more likely to correspond to connected subgraphs.
As an example, consider the very weak property of not having any degree one
edges. This is implied by both 1-efficiency and having essential edges. The
subgraph corresponding to this property is connected. To show this, we start
with a path between two triangulations without degree one edges, given to us
by Matveev/Piergallini. We then modify it to avoid any introduced degree one
edges. This can be achieved by a local move, inserting a particular triangulated
triangular pillow in between two glued tetrahedra just before one of the three
common edges is about to become degree one, then removing it immediately
after the degree one edge would have ceased to exist.
This kind of trick is unlikely to work for more complicated properties. In-
stead, minimax techniques may work better - we would expect a minimal com-
plexity path between two good triangulations (for some definition of complexity)
to go through good triangulations.
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